2 Software Developer Positions Available!

2nd Year and above Computer Science Co-ops are welcome! Starting September 1st

4-8 month duration, (flexible hours) in Amazing ‘We-Work’ Downtown Montreal Office
Pay Range: 2500$ to 4000$ per month.

Parts Avatar – Who are we?
Parts Avatar is a Canadian startup, geared to revolutionize the Automotive Industry. Have you ever wondered what a car in the distant future would be like? Cars in the future will be able to drive themselves – and you likely won’t need a license or ownership. Cars will communicate with each other to improve speed & safety. Vehicles will be fully integrated devices – just like your smartphones are today. A touch of a button can send the car away to repair itself, refill its tank and be ready again at your doorstep! We’re building a foundation for vehicles to be cross-communicate, inform and interact like never before. Join us, and you can help us get to the future, faster than you can imagine!

What’s in it for you?
Get a comprehensive coding experience, developing mobile apps (Ionic Framework), backend systems, communicating with external hardware. May offer a full-time position eventually. Optional flexible hours, remote work, and plenty of opportunities to grow. You will learn: AWS EC2- HBase, AWS DynamoDB, Elasticsearch- Tomcat, Jetty- Java 8-- Other AWS services like S3, SWF, SES etc.

Do you have what it takes?
- Outstanding at grasping, understanding and solving math/logic problems.
- Have solid programming experience (2+ years).
- Have experience with JavaScript
- Have experience with OOP
- Familiar with development tools like git
- Have a good understanding of data structures and algorithms
- Have experience with web technologies

To Apply, Email your CV to: HR@partsavatar.ca now!